We report an example of subcritical wave instability in a model of a reaction-diffusion system and discuss the potential implications for localized patterns found in experiments on the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction in a microemulsion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation in reaction-diffusion systems induced by small-amplitude perturbations of the homogeneous steady state typically involves one of the two diffusive instabilities: the Turing and the wave instabilities.
1,2 The Turing instability is characterized by Re(⌳)Ͼ0 and Im(⌳)ϭ0, where ⌳ is an eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix, for some finite range of wave numbers kϾ0. The patterns generated are stationary in time and periodic in space. 2 The wave instability, sometimes referred to as the finite wavelength instability, is characterized by Re(⌳)Ͼ0 and Im(⌳) 0 in a finite range of kϾ0 and gives rise to patterns periodic both in time and in space, 2 realized either as standing 3 or as packet waves. 4 The Turing instability has been analyzed in considerable detail, 5, 6 but the properties of the wave instability have not been characterized as fully, despite the fact that this latter instability can produce a wealth of complex patterns including, for example, antispirals 7 and accelerating waves. 8 The Hopf bifurcation, which leads to homogeneous bulk oscillations, and the Turing instability can be either supercritical or subcritical. [9] [10] [11] A subcritical Turing instability, which requires a large-amplitude perturbation, can lead to localized stationary patterns. [12] [13] [14] A combination of subcritical Turing and subcritical Hopf instabilities can produce oscillons, 14 localized oscillatory nonmoving spots. It seems reasonable that the wave bifurcation might also occur subcritically, but we are unaware of prior reports or discussions of subcritical wave instability ͑SWI͒ in reaction-diffusion systems. Here we report an example of SWI in a simple model of a reaction-diffusion system, analyze the system behavior above and below the supercritical bifurcation point, and comment on the possible relevance of SWI to experiments on the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction dispersed in water-in-oil AOT microemulsion ͑BZ-AOT system͒.
II. A MODEL FOR SWI
We suggest here a method for generating SWI that, while not generic, may still be useful given the lack of other approaches, since it should work in many, though not all, cases. We start with a two-variable reaction-diffusion model that possesses a subcritical Hopf instability ͑SHI͒. Next, we add a third variable linearly coupled with the activator ͑au-tocatalytic͒ variable of our initial model. This augmentation procedure has been found to generate ͑supercritical͒ wave instability in several three-variable models. 4, 15 Our motivation is that the character of the SHI at wave number kϭ0 may carry over to the wave instability at nonzero wave number k 0 , where the real part of the most positive eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix has a maximum ͑see Fig. 1͒ .
For specificity, we investigate the following extended Oregonator 16 -18 model:
ds/dtϭ͑␤xϪs ͒/ 2 ϩD s ⌬s, ͑3͒
where x and z represent normalized dimensionless concentrations of the activator (HBrO 2 ) and the catalyst ͓Fe(phen) 3 2ϩ ͔, respectively. If q is small ͑e.g., qϭ0.002), f Ͻ1Ϫq, and ␤ϭ0, the basic two-variable model ͑1,2͒ exhibits SHI. 17 For small ␤, introducing the new variable s ͑s in the BZ-AOT system represents the radical BrO 2 * in the oil phase͒ does not destroy the SHI, though the values of at the onset of both the supercritical and subcritical Hopf instabilities, H and SH , respectively, change slightly. The parameter range for SHI is narrow; ( SH Ϫ H )/ H Х0.0011. For values of Ͼ SH , only the steady state is stable for the homogeneous, well-mixed ͑point͒ system ͑1-3͒. Linear stability analysis reveals that when D x ϭD z ӶD s , system ͑1-3͒ can exhibit wave instability for both small and large ␤. By slightly increasing ␤ and tuning the other parameters ͑, f, and/or D s ), we can find a parameter range in which SWI occurs ͑region between curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2͒ , as demonstrated by computer simulations.
We integrated the partial differential equations ͑1͒-͑3͒ using the FLEXPDE package, in which a Newton-Raphson iteration process is used with a variable time step and mesh. FLEXPDE refines the triangular finite element mesh and/or time step until the estimated error in any variable is less than a specified tolerance, which we chose as 10 Ϫ4 at every cell of the mesh. Larger tolerances, such as 10 Ϫ3 , also give good agreement between the lines of supercritical wave bifurcation found computationally and calculated by linear stability analysis. We employed the smaller tolerance for more accurate determination of the range of subcriticality.
The amplitude of standing waves serves as a useful parameter for quantitative control of subcritical and supercritical WI. With SWI and positive Re(⌳) max , if we start from a small sinusoidal initial perturbation of the homogeneous steady state in one spatial dimensional with zero-flux boundary conditions, the amplitude of oscillation grows exponentially with a rate Re(⌳) max and then reaches a stationary amplitude A ͑Fig. 3͒, which is determined by the nonlinear terms in model ͑1-3͒. If, by varying , we then move to the point of supercritical bifurcation, W , where Re(⌳) max ϭ0, and beyond this point to negative Re(⌳) max , the amplitude of the standing waves decreases slightly, but the standing waves survive in a range of negative Re(⌳) max , so long as W Ͻ Ͻ SW ͑Fig. 4͒. We note that the relative ranges over which SWI and SHI occur are roughly equal:
To underscore the difference between SWI and supercritical WI, we also show in Fig. 4 the behavior of A in the case of supercritical WI, which is found in system ͑1-3͒ for f Ͼ1. In this case, A depends on the bifurcation parameter ͓Re(⌳) or (Ϫ 0 )] as in a typical second-order phase transition or supercritical Hopf bifurcation, 11 i.e., AϰRe(⌳) 
III. PACKET WAVES
Another pattern associated with WI, packet waves, also exhibits new features at small, but positive Re(⌳) max ͓at negative Re(⌳) max , all wave packets disappear͔ when the bifurcation is subcritical. We have found two types of wave packets, one with large amplitude ͑almost equal to the amplitude of standing waves͒ and the other with small amplitude ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒.
The large-amplitude wave packet ͑LAWP͒ has an almost rectangular shape and propagates without spreading, like a soliton. 18 -20 Its velocity ͑group velocity v g ) is given by d Im(⌳)/dk at kϭk 0 ͑curve 4 in Fig. 1͒ . The number of waves ͑phase waves͒ in the packet can take any integer value. Wave packets with large numbers of waves can be created at large ͑small͒ Re(⌳) max (), and their propagation can be studied at smaller ͑larger͒ Re(⌳) max (), close to the supercritical bifurcation point.
The small-amplitude wave packet ͑SAWP͒, created by a small localized perturbation of the steady state, has a Gaussian shape 21 and broadens as it propagates. These features can be seen in Fig. 5͑c͒ , which shows oscillations in the concentration of the activator x ͓period Tϭ2/Im(⌳)Х7.13 at k ϭk 0 ] at rϭL/2 during three passages of the wave packet through this point. The shape of these three peaks in time reflects the shape of the packet in space, and the width of a peak at half height multiplied by v g is approximately equal to the spatial width of the wave packet at the corresponding time. SAWPs colliding with boundaries ͑reflection͒ and with each other ͑passing through͒ behave the same way as in the case of supercritical WI. 15, 22 The amplitude of a SAWP depends on the initial perturbation and should change with time as t Ϫ1/2 exp(pt), where pХRe(⌳) max . 23 When tϾ0.5/p, the amplitude starts to grow and the wave packet becomes unstable, transforming into a LAWP. Gaussian packet waves 21 are a collective behavior involving all spatial points. For this reason, the behavior of a wave packet depends on the total system size.
LAWPs created at large Re(⌳) max ͑or by a large amplitude localized initial perturbation͒ and propagating at smaller Re(⌳) max do not change their shape during propagation ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒, but do change shape upon collision with boundaries and/or with other LAWPs ͓Figs. 5͑d͒ and 5͑f͔͒. In this sense, they can be called metastable. When broad rectangular LAWPs collide with each other ͓Fig. 5͑f͔͒, they are transformed into narrow LAWPs. Figure 5͑d͒ shows a broad wave packet that propagates toward the right boundary at r ϭ50. After collision with and reflection from the boundary, the wave packet transforms into a narrow ͑one large peak͒ LAWP, which propagates unchanged ͓curve 1, Fig. 5͑e͔͒ toward the left boundary. This wave packet does not change shape after reflection from the boundary ͑curve 2͒ and continues to propagate unchanged for long times, t ӷ1/Re(⌳) max , through multiple reflections from the boundaries.
Small-amplitude oscillations that emerge behind a large amplitude, solitonlike wave packet could, in principle, grow with a rate equal to the positive Re(⌳) max and give rise to large-amplitude standing waves, but this does not take place in a typical finite system, because the characteristic time of their growth, 1/Re(⌳) max , is larger than the return time of wave packets, which is given by L/v g . When a LAWP propagates in the opposite direction after reflection from a boundary, it swamps out any small-amplitude waves, preventing them from growing. The fact that the LAWP remains unchanged by collision with small amplitude waves confirms that this packet is stable against small-amplitude perturbations. So, if 1/Re(⌳) max ϾL/v g , LAWP represents a stable solution for zero-flux boundary conditions, as well as for periodic boundary conditions, in which case we have circulation of a solitonlike wave packet.
The wavelengths and group velocities of small-and large-amplitude wave packets are approximately the same, 2/k 0 and d Im(⌳)/dk, respectively. The period of oscillation and the phase velocity of these wave packets are also equal: 2/Im(⌳) and Im(⌳)/k at kϭk 0 , respectively. The two types of packets are differentiated by the amplitude of FIG. 5. Wave packets for SWI. All parameters except as in Fig. 1 . ͑a͒ Large-and small-amplitude wave packets. Arrows show direction of propagation; numbers above wave packets indicate corresponding times; ϭ0.3465; the amplitudes of small-amplitude wave packets are shown ϫ10, i.e., quantity plotted is 10(xϪx SS )ϩx SS . ͑b͒ Propagation of large-amplitude wave packet at ϭ0.346. Initial wave packet was created at smaller . ͑c͒ Time behavior at rϭL/2 when a small-amplitude wave packet travels on a segment of length Lϭ50 (ϭ8.63) at ϭ0.3465. ͑d͒ Rectangular largeamplitude wave packet, created at ϭ0.34, before collision with the zeroflux boundary, Lϭ50 (ϭ8.63), ϭ0.3465; ͑e͒ Resulting wave packet ͑1͒ after collision of the packet shown in ͑d͒ with the right boundary and before collision with the left boundary; ͑2͒ the same wave packet after collision with the left boundary, ϭ0.3465. ͑f͒ Collision of two largeamplitude wave packets at ϭ0.346. The initial wave packets ͑at t ϭ1100) were created at ϭ0.344. Only one wave packet is shown. The system is symmetric about rϭL/2ϭ50. Dotted curve shows collision of two identical packets in the center of the segment at tϭ1350. the waves, their shape, the spreading speed ͑dependence of packet width at half height on time͒, and behavior on collision with boundaries or with each other.
IV. DISCUSSION
In quantum mechanics, unlike wave packets in reactiondiffusion systems, the amplitude of a Gaussian wave packet, a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, 21 has no physical meaning, since all physically meaningful expectation values contain the normalization factor 1/͉͉ 2 . Also, all solutions of the complex Ginsburg-Landau equation ͑CGLE͒ with purely imaginary coefficients are marginally stable. 19 This is a result of the fact that these equations describe Hamiltonian ͑conservative͒ systems. In contrast, for dissipative reaction-diffusion systems with positive Re͑⌳͒ the amplitude of a wave packet is an observable quantity.
We have shown here that the wave instability in reaction-diffusion systems may be subcritical, and we have demonstrated how systems with SWI may be constructed. Although an analytical criterion exists for the occurrence of the subcritical Hopf instability, 11, 24 it is not yet possible to predict, without integrating the partial differential equations, which type of WI exists in any particular system. The phenomenological quintic CGLE allows one to describe a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, 19, 25 and a CGLE coupled with a slow real mode 26 can produce a wave instability. Combining these equations, it is possible to write a coupled CGLE that can generate a subcritical wave instability. Analysis of such a coupled CGLE and examination of its relation to actual reaction-diffusion systems have yet to be performed.
SWI may occur in the packet waves 4 or antispirals 17 observed in the BZ-AOT system, where models similar to Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒ provide a reasonable description of the system. Figure 6 demonstrates large-amplitude localized standing waves observed in the BZ-AOT system at several different sets of experimental conditions ͑descriptions of the experimental configuration and methods of preparation of the BZ-AOT system can be found elsewhere 4 ͒. In all cases shown, the pattern emerges suddenly. The background remains homogeneous and the area occupied by standing waves slowly expands. Unfortunately, our batch experiments do not allow us to resolve definitively whether these patterns arise from a subcritical wave instability or from a supercritical wave instability with slowly changing reactant concentrations. The former interpretation is supported by the fact that we were only able to observe these localized patterns with large amplitudes and never saw the increase in pattern amplitude that would be expected to accompany a supercritical bifurcation.
The amplitude of the LAWP in our model is two to three times smaller than the amplitude of the trigger waves in the corresponding two-variable model ͑1,2͒. In our BZ-AOT experiments, we find approximately the same ratio between the amplitudes of trigger and of packet or standing waves. SWI may also play a significant role in the localized oscillatory patterns ͑oscillons͒ found recently in the BZ-AOT system, 14 since in the range of negative Re(⌳) max , when W Ͻ Ͻ SW , two different patterns are stable.
Survival of two narrow solitonlike wave packets upon collision is analogous to the intriguing phenomenon in which two oncoming metabolic waves in living neutrophils 27 pass through one another. Trigger waves in systems close to a subcritical Hopf instability can also undergo collision with subsequent survival. 18 It appears that subcriticality may be intimately related with this solitonlike behavior of chemical waves in reaction-diffusion systems. FIG. 6 . Localized standing waves in the BZ-AOT system sandwiched between two flat glass windows ͑thickness of the reactive layer is 0.1 mm͒. Concentrations of initial reactants in the aqueous phase: ͑a, b͒ ͓malonic acid͔ 0 ϭ0.3M , ͓H 2 SO 4 ͔ 0 ϭ0.2M , ͓NaBrO 3 ͔ 0 ϭ0.2M , ͓ferroin͔ 0 ϭ4 mM; volume fraction of droplets ͑with a surfactant shell͒ d ϭ0. 5 
